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A

irline crew scheduling algorithms widely used in practice assume no disruptions. Because disruptions often
occur, the actual cost of the resulting crew schedules is often greater. We consider algorithms for ﬁnding
crew schedules that perform well in practice. The deterministic crew scheduling model is an approximation
of crew scheduling under uncertainty with the assumption that all pairings will operate as planned. We seek
better approximate solution methods for crew scheduling under uncertainty that still remain tractable. We give
computational results from three ﬂeets that indicate that the crew schedules obtained from our method perform
better in a model of operations with disruptions than the crew schedules found via deterministic methods.
Under mild assumptions we provide a lower bound on the cost of an optimal crew schedule in operations, and
we demonstrate that some of the crew schedules found using our method perform very well relative to this
lower bound.
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1.

Introduction

ﬂight cancellations over the same period. Atlanta’s
Hartsﬁeld International Airport had a 138% increase
in ﬂight cancellations over that period. The total cost
to the airlines due to cancellations at Hartsﬁeld alone
was estimated at $250.9 million in 1999 (O’Dell 2000).
Recovery is the process of reacting to a disruption.
Optimal recovery decisions are hard to determine.
The future is uncertain, and cancelling a leg or rerouting a crew or a plane can have costly consequences
throughout the airline’s system. In practice, airlines
make recovery decisions manually with little decision
support (Lettovský 1997). This makes airline recovery
difﬁcult to model because airline decision makers use
intuition and subjective judgment. Most optimization
research done on airline operations has been on crew
recovery, but these models assume all legs will be
ﬂown according to their new scheduled times. We are
unaware of any research on dynamic and stochastic
airline recovery models.
Crew planning affects airline operations. For example, airlines may delay ﬂights if a crew is unavailable. Recently, pilots for some major domestic carriers
refused to work overtime to protest the pace of negotiations of a new contract. The resulting shortage of
pilots forced numerous cancellations.
Although airlines operate in a highly uncertain
environment, very few airline planning models consider uncertainty in operations. Some of this is due to
the structure of airline management. A plan is typically evaluated not by operational performance, but
by the quality of the plan, assuming it may be implemented in operations. With the exception of yield

For major domestic carriers, crew costs are second
only to fuel costs, and can exceed $1 billion annually. Hoffman and Padberg (1993) report that total
pilot compensation exceeded $1.4 billion annually at
the largest domestic airlines in the early 1990s, and
a senior pilot earned up to $250,000 annually. These
ﬁgures are larger now. Therefore, airlines devote great
effort to planning good crew schedules. The planning problem can be very difﬁcult to solve, however,
because there are many governmental and contractual
regulations concerning pilots, and problems found in
practice often have billions of possible solutions.
There is currently a great deal of concern about air
trafﬁc congestion. In June 2000, ﬂight delays were up
over 16% from June 1999 (Phillips and Irwin 2000).
Moreover, air trafﬁc in the United States and Europe is
expected to double in the next 10–15 years. If airport
capacity remains constant, it is estimated that each
1% increase in airport trafﬁc will bring about a 5%
increase in delays (The Economist, 2000).
Disruptions are becoming more frequent and more
severe. The Air Transport Association (ATA) reports
that the average daily number of delays of more
than 15 minutes tied to air trafﬁc control increased
to 2,149 in 1999, up from 1,807 in 1998 and 1,416 in
1997. The ATA also estimates that delays cost consumers and airlines about $5.2 billion in 1999, up from
$5 billion the year before (Mathews 2000). The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) reports a 58% increase
in delays from 1995 to 1999, and a 68% increase in
340
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management, we know of no airline planning models
that measure the quality of a plan by its performance
in operations with disruptions. The integration of airline planning and operations is a fertile area of great
practical and theoretical interest.
We deﬁne two classes of airline disruptions based
on the length of the disruption. A frictional disruption
is of limited duration. Examples include delays due
to connecting passengers, airport congestion, brief
and unscheduled maintenance incidents, and localized, short, weather disruptions. The other class of
disruptions is severe, which includes lengthy, unscheduled, maintenance disruptions and large-scale, severe,
weather disruptions. This classiﬁcation is not a strict
dichotomy; disruptions may have aspects of both frictional and severe disruptions. We limit this study to
planning and operations under frictional disruptions.
We show that under frictional delays the operational
performance of deterministic crew scheduling models
can be improved.
1.1. Crew Scheduling
Typically, pilots may only ﬂy one type of aircraft.
Therefore the crew scheduling problem is separable
by ﬂeet type. When a crew is on duty, it ﬂies a set
of consecutive ﬂight legs that follow certain regulations and contractual restrictions. Such a set of legs
is called a duty. The sit time is the time between two
consecutive legs within a duty. The number of minutes that elapse between the beginning of a duty and
the end of the duty is the elapsed time. The elapsed
time includes a brieﬁng period before the ﬁrst leg of
the duty and a debrieﬁng period after the last leg
of the duty.
A pairing or crew trip is a set of duties. Consecutive
duties must be separated by a rest period. A pairing
must begin and end at a speciﬁed station; such stations are called crew bases. Pairings ﬂown within the
United States must adhere to certain FAA as well as
contractual rules. For instance, one rule requires that
a crew that ﬂies more than 8 hours within a 24-hour
period must receive compensatory rest (FAA 1999).
The time away from base (TAFB) of a pairing is the
number of minutes that elapse between the beginning
of the pairing and the end of the pairing. In many
instances, crews are paid based on the amount of time
they ﬂy in their pairing. However, there is a minimum guaranteed pay for any pairing, and there is
additional compensation for the crew if the TAFB of
the pairing or the elapsed time of one or more of the
duties is large enough. We describe the details of calculating crew cost in §2.
Because a crew can ﬂy only one ﬂeet type, the ﬂeet
assignment problem and the aircraft rotation problem
are typically solved before the crew scheduling problem. If a crew ﬂies two consecutive legs on different
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planes, the scheduled connection time between these
legs must exceed a minimum connection time. If the
crew remains on the same plane for two consecutive ﬂights, however, there is no minimum connection time.
A crew schedule is a set of pairings that partitions
the legs to be ﬂown by a single ﬂeet. Crew scheduling problems are solved by generating pairings and
solving an integer program. The daily crew scheduling problem is solved under the assumption that each
leg is ﬂown every day. The crew scheduling problem
is usually modeled as a set partitioning problem
min cx Ax = 1 x binary

(1)

where aij , the ijth entry of the matrix A, is 1 if pairing j ﬂies leg i, and 0 otherwise.
There may be a large number of pairings for a relatively small ﬂeet. Larger ﬂeets have billions of legal
pairings. The enormous number of pairings is a major
difﬁculty in solving airline crew scheduling problems
exactly.
There has been a great deal of research on deterministic airline crew scheduling. A recent and comprehensive survey is provided in Barnhart et al.
(2002).
Yen (2000) also considers the problem of crew
scheduling under uncertainty. She formulates the
problem as a two-stage stochastic program, where the
ﬁrst stage is the crew scheduling problem and the second stage involves penalties for delays rather than
operational costs. She provides computational results
for small problems.
Ehrgott and Ryan (2002) seek pairings that have
a low planning cost and are “robust” according to
several criteria. These criteria include sufﬁcient time
between consecutive legs in each duty or pairing.
These criteria are weighted according to some predetermined arrangement, and an additive penalty
function is constructed. Ehrgott and Ryan investigate several multicriteria optimization frameworks,
including ﬁnding Pareto-optimal solutions, weighting the two objectives of planning cost and a chosen robustness criterion, and maximizing robustness
subject to the planned cost remaining below a threshold. Their method produces crew schedules that are
more robust than deterministic solutions. They are
restricted to additive penalty methods so that column
generation techniques may be employed.
1.2. Contributions
This paper makes several contributions to the integration of airline planning and operations with
disruptions.
• It introduces the problem of designing airline
crew schedules that perform well in operations with
disruptions.
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• It describes an easily implemented procedure for
ﬁnding an approximate solution to the problem of
minimizing expected crew costs.
• It provides a lower bound on the expected cost
of any crew schedule in operations with disruptions.
• It introduces a measure for evaluating the performance of crew schedules in practice and shows that,
in terms of this measure, solutions produced by an
expected cost procedure perform better than solutions
produced by a procedure based on a deterministic
model.
• It analyzes the crew schedules found by the
expected cost and deterministic methods, and it provides insight into what type of pairings perform well
in operations with disruptions.
In §2 we discuss methods of evaluating the quality of a crew schedule. In §3 we give two algorithms
for ﬁnding crew schedules that may perform well
in operations with disruptions. We also provide a
method of ﬁnding a lower bound on the expected
operational cost of a crew schedule. In §4 we provide
computational results for three ﬂeets from a major
domestic carrier. We present conclusions in §5.

2.

Evaluating a Crew Schedule

Although ﬁnding good crew schedules is critical for
airlines, an important question is what is meant by a
“good” schedule. Airlines have traditionally evaluated a crew schedule by its planned cost. This implicitly assumes that every leg will be operated as
planned, but evidence suggests that this rarely happens. We propose the evaluation of a crew schedule
by its performance in operations with disruptions.
To evaluate a crew schedule’s performance in operations, we must ﬁrst specify mechanisms and probabilities of disruptions, as well as a recovery policy.
To ﬁnd a best crew schedule, we must prescribe a
method of comparing different crew schedules. We
have used SimAir, a simulation of airline operations
with disruptions, for our experiments.
Two ways of measuring pilot compensation,
planned cost of a crew schedule, and operational cost
of a crew schedule, are discussed in §§2.1 and 2.2,
respectively. The planned cost is deterministic and is
the traditional method used by airlines to evaluate
crew schedules. The operational cost is a random variable and is unknown in the planning stage. Therefore,
to use the concept of operational cost in planning,
we consider expected cost, which is very difﬁcult to
calculate.
We discuss the operational cost of a crew schedule
in §2.2. We describe methods for comparing different
crew schedules in operations in §2.3.
2.1. The Planned Cost of a Crew Schedule
Airline planners do not measure the cost of a crew
schedule in monetary terms. Rather, they express it in

terms of minutes of pay and credit. The ﬂight-timecredit (FTC) of a duty is the difference between its
total cost in minutes of pay and credit and the total
block time expressed as a percentage of the total block
time of the duty. A similar measure exists for pairings and crew schedules. We will let FTC · denote the
planned FTC of any duty, pairing, or crew schedule.
We give an example of one method for calculating the
planned cost of a crew schedule.
Let q be any pairing consisting of duties d1      dk .
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, duty di consists of legs li 1      li m i .
For 1 ≤ j ≤ m i , let dep li j be the scheduled departure of leg li j in minutes and let arr li j be its
scheduled arrival time in minutes. These times are
relative to the start of the pairing, so that for 1 ≤ i ≤
k − 1, dep li+1 1 > arr li m i . Let block li j be the
planned block time of leg li j in minutes, deﬁned by
block li j = arr li j − dep li j . Let brief be the length of
the pilot brieﬁng period prior to every duty. Let debrief
be the length of the pilot debrieﬁng period after every
duty. The parameters brief and debrief are constants
and are in minutes. For each duty di , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, deﬁne
the planned elapsed time of the duty as elapse di =
arr li m i − dep li 1 + brief + debrief . Let re < 1 be a
fraction representing the rate of pay for elapsed time
in terms of minutes of pay and credit. Let mgd be
the minimum guarantee for a duty, which is given in
minutes of pay and credit. The planned duty cost of
duty di is expressed in minutes of pay and credit and
is given by
b di = max

m i

j=1


block li j  re × elapse di  mgd 

(2)

The planned FTC of duty di is given by
m i
b di − j=1 block li j
FTC di =

m i
j=1 block li j

(3)

The planned TAFB of pairing q is the total number
of minutes that elapse during the pairing given by
TAFB q = arr lk m k − dep l1 1 + brief + debrief . Let
rt < 1 be a fraction representing the rate of pay of
TAFB. Let mgp be a minimum guarantee per duty in
a pairing. Then the planned pairing cost of pairing q
is given by

c q = max

k

i=1


b di  rt × TAFB q  mgp × k 

(4)

We use values of re = 74 , mgd = 0, rt = 72 , and mgp = 300,
following Vance et al. (1997).
The planned FTC of pairing q is deﬁned by
 m i
c q − ki=1 j=1 block li j
FTC q = k m i

j=1 block li j
i=1

(5)
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Let c C be the planned cost of a crew scheduleC consisting of pairings q1      qC , given by c C = q∈C c q .
Let block C be the total scheduled block time of all
legs in the ﬂight schedule. The planned FTC of crew
schedule C is
FTC C =

c C − block C

block C

(6)

2.2. The Operational Cost of a Crew Schedule
The operational cost of a crew schedule is the sum of
the operational costs of the pairings that compose it.
We give an example of how one major domestic carrier calculates the operational cost of a pairing. Other
airlines may have slightly different methods of determining the operational cost of a pairing.
The operational block time of each leg is the difference between its actual arrival time and actual departure time. The operational cost of each duty is the
same as its planned cost, except that the planned
elapsed time and block times are replaced by their
operational counterparts. The calculation is similar for
pairing costs, with the operational TAFB replacing the
planned TAFB, except that the operational cost of a
pairing must be at least its planned cost. The operational cost of a crew schedule is the sum of the operational costs of the pairings that compose it.
In this paper we assume that no ﬂights are cancelled and that each duty and pairing ﬂy the legs
originally assigned to them, although possibly with
different departure and arrival times. These assumptions are discussed further in §3.
2.3. SimAir—A Simulation of Airline Operations
We use SimAir, a Monte Carlo simulation of airline
operations with disruptions, to evaluate a crew schedule’s performance. Descriptions of SimAir and the
underlying stochastic model are given in Rosenberger
et al. (2000, 2002). SimAir permits the study of a crew
schedule under a recovery method and delay distribution. SimAir explicitly models crews, planes, and
passengers. SimAir is currently being used by major
U.S. carriers, airline software ﬁrms, and academic
researchers.
Although SimAir can use any recovery method,
in this paper we focus on the “push-back” recovery heuristic introduced in Rosenberger et al. (2002)
and Schaefer (2000). This recovery method delays the
departure of each ﬂight until the crew and the plane
are available. We have focused on push-back because
it is easier to analyze than other recovery methods
and in cases of delays of short duration it is used in
practice.

3.

Methodology

Exact formulations for crew scheduling under uncertainty are intractable due to the enormous state

space, action space, and number of time periods required. The deterministic crew scheduling model is
an approximation of crew scheduling under uncertainty under the assumption that all pairings will
operate as planned. We seek better approximate solution methods for crew scheduling under uncertainty
that still remain tractable.
Airline crew scheduling under uncertainty could
be formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP).
However, such a model would be intractable. The
state of the system describes every aspect of the system that is relevant for operational decisions. The
state must contain information about the current status and history of every crew member and plane, as
well as a description of the current operating environment including weather, congestion, and so on. The
ﬁrst stage consists of the planning period, where a
ﬂight schedule, ﬂeet assignment, routing, and initial
crew schedule are found. Operational decisions are
made in subsequent stages. The number of stages
could be quite large, because the state of the system can change within minutes. The action space consists of all possible feasible decisions. These include
cancelling ﬂights, rerouting planes and passengers,
rescheduling crews, and so on. These operational
decisions may have a profound impact on the crew
legality of subsequent ﬂights due to complicated regulations, such as the 8-in-24 rule.
We introduce two methods for ﬁnding crew schedules that may perform well in operations. These methods seek pairing costs that more accurately reﬂect the
cost of a given pairing in operations with disruptions.
After these costs are found, a set partitioning model
is solved using an algorithm developed by Klabjan,
Johnson, and Nemhauser (2001).
One approach is to ﬁnd a linear approximation of
the expected crew cost. For any crew schedule C, let
c̄ C be its expected crew cost in operations with disruptions. If pairing costs q exist such that

c̄ C =
q
(7)
q∈C

for all crew schedules C, then an optimal solution to
the stochastic crew scheduling problem can be found
by solving the set partitioning problem using such
pairing costs.
In general, such costs q that satisfy (7) do not
exist. (See Schaefer 2000 for an example. This example exploits the fact that the expected operational cost
of a pairing may depend on the other pairings in the
crew schedule.) Therefore, we seek costs q such that
(7) is satisﬁed approximately.
3.1. The Expected Cost of a Pairing
Pairings interact when the cost of a given pairing
depends on other pairings in the schedule. Interactions occur because pairings share resources such as
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planes, gates, ﬂight attendants, and passengers. However, the only ways in which pairings may interact
directly in our model is through shared planes and
recovery. We make the following assumptions to ﬁnd
pairing costs that satisfy (7).
Assumption A1. The planes are always available.
Assumption A2. The recovery method is push-back, so
that the departure of each ﬂight is delayed until the crew
is available and the scheduled departure time has passed.
These assumptions do not hold in practice. Crews
often must wait for late planes, and airlines often use
recovery policies other than push-back. We ran an
experiment to check the impact of Assumption A1
within our model of airline operations by considering a set of 136 crew schedules and simulating each
for 10,000 days of airline operations in SimAir. For
Experiment A we used the planned routing for this
ﬂeet. If the plane was delayed from a previous ﬂight,
it may not be available for its next ﬂight, even if the
crew is available. For Experiment B we used Assumption A1, so that the planes were always available. It
appears from these experiments that Assumption A1
is reasonable for measuring FTC. Between Experiments A and B the average operational FTC decreased
by an average of 0.0986. However, the variance was
very small: 976 × 10−5 . This indicates that although
Assumption A1 does not hold in practice the reduction in FTC is nearly constant across crew schedules.
Assumption A2 does not capture all recovery
options at a hub. At hubs, airlines have many more
options, and allow crews to ﬂy pairings other than
the ones to which they were assigned in planning.
At spokes, there may be no reserve crews available
or crews available for swaps, so Assumption A2 may
reﬂect the only option available to airlines.
Under Assumptions A1 and A2, we deﬁne the
expected operational cost in isolation of any pairing q, c̄q ,
to be the expected operational cost under the pushback recovery heuristic of a crew schedule that consists only of pairing q.
 Theorem 1. Under Assumptions A1 and A2, c̄ C =
q∈C c̄q for all C, that is, pairing costs c̄q and crew schedule
costs c̄ C satisfy (7).
We give a sketch of the full proof given in Schaefer
(2000). The proof considers any pairing q for two
different cases. The ﬁrst assumes that the schedule
consists only of pairing q and the other assumes
Assumptions A1 and A2. The proof shows by induction that for any sample path of delays the operational
departure and arrival time of every leg in q is the
same in both cases. This implies that the pairing costs
are the same in both cases, and hence the operational
cost of both crew schedules is the same. Because this
holds for any sample path, Theorem 1 holds.
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Because there is unlikely to be a simple formula
for c̄q , we use a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate c̄q .
This simulation is similar to SimAir, except that while
SimAir simulates an entire ﬂeet, this method simulates one pairing for a number of days. In our experiments, the sample size consisted of at least 50 days
and no more than 500 days. We used a 99% conﬁdence level for the termination criterion, so that once
the 99% conﬁdence interval of the sample mean for
the expected pairing cost was sufﬁciently small we
stopped the simulation for that pairing. The time
required to estimate the expected cost of each pairing
was very small.
3.2. A Penalty Method
Certain attributes of a pairing may lead it to perform
poorly in operations with disruptions. A pairing may
be close to operational limits. A pairing may contain a
duty that is close to operational limits on ﬂying time
or elapsed time. A pairing containing such a duty
may become illegal if it is subjected to delays.
A pairing may remain legal in operations, but still
perform poorly. A pairing with short sits may not
be able to absorb delays without undertaking some
recovery action. Similarly, a pairing with short rests
may not be able to start the subsequent duty without
delay.
One approach is to penalize certain attributes of
pairings that may lead to poor performance in operations with disruptions. The optimal crew schedule
for a given set of penalties can be found by solving a set partitioning problem (Klabjan, Johnson, and
Nemhauser 2001). We give a local search method
that attempts to ﬁnd a good set of penalties. The
hope is that the crew schedule resulting from the best
set of penalties will perform well in operations with
disruptions.
Consider any k attributes of pairings. Examples of
the attributes we considered include the number of sit
minutes when the crew changes planes, the number
of minutes of rest, the number of minutes of elapsed
duty time, and the number of minutes of duty ﬂying
time. Let the penalty space, Y , be a subset of 2k . For
any attribute 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let n i q be the number of
attributes of type i that pairing q has. For instance, if
attribute i is the number of minutes for a sit where
the crew changes planes, n i q is the number of sits
i j
where the crew changes planes. Let aq be the value
of attribute i for pairing q, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n i q and
1 ≤ i ≤ k. For instance, if pairing q has ﬁve sits where
the crew changes planes, with lengths 55, 72, 63, 58,
i 1
and 67 minutes, respectively, then n i q = 5, aq =
i 2
i 3
i 4
i 5
55, aq = 72, aq = 63, aq = 58, and aq = 67.
For an attribute i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let i be the largest or
smallest amount that is acceptable. For the attribute
corresponding to the elapsed time of a duty, is the
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maximum elapsed time permitted for a duty, but for
sits,
is the length of the minimum legal sit. For
instance, if the sit attribute has a value of 45 minutes, sits shorter than 45 minutes are not permitted.
Let !i and "i be positive real numbers. We interpret !i
as the maximum penalty for factor i, and "i as the
slope of the penalty function. Consider any penalty
combination ! " = !1      !k  "1      "k ∈ Y . Then
the function fi · is deﬁned as
f i ! i  "i  q =

n i q


j=1

max !i − "i aqi j −

i  0



(8)

i j

As aq
approaches i , the resulting schedule
may be more likely to have disruptions due to that
attribute. For example, as the sit time decreases, the
more likely it will be that a ﬂight must be delayed because the crew is unavailable. Whenever
i j
aq − i  ≥ !i /"i , the penalized amount is 0 for that
particular j.
For any ! " ∈ Y , let x∗ ! " be the optimal solution to the deterministic crew scheduling problem
with pairing costs
cq = c q +

k

i=1

f i !i  "i  q 

3.3.

Let s ! " be the expected cost of crew schedule x∗ ! " as estimated through SimAir. To determine s ! " , crew schedule x∗ ! " is simulated by
SimAir. We would like to solve
min s ! " 

! " ∈ Y

Attribute 3. The number of minutes of ﬂying in
a duty. The parameter 3 is set to 480 minutes, or
8 hours.
Attribute 4. The number of minutes of elapsed
time in a duty. The parameter 4 is set to 810 minutes,
or 13 hours and 30 minutes.
The local search procedure starts with the deterministic or planning solution, with all penalty levels set to zero. It then varies the penalty parameters for Attributes 1 through 4 sequentially. After the
penalty parameters for the fourth factor has been considered, the penalty parameters for the ﬁrst factor
are again varied to see if any improvement is possible. If no improvement has been found while varying the penalty parameters for the ﬁrst attribute, the
algorithm terminates and the incumbent solution is
returned. Otherwise, if an improved solution is found,
we reexamine the other factors.
This penalty method differs from the methods often
used by some airlines, which rely on penalties that
may vary by time of day and departure and arrival
airports, and are determined in an ad hoc manner.
However, such a large number of different penalties
would make a systematic search for optimal penalties
prohibitive.

(9)

Unfortunately, this problem is very difﬁcult to
solve. In general, s ! " is not continuous, and for
any given ! " ∈ Y , estimating s ! " is quite
expensive, because ﬁnding x∗ ! " requires solving a
deterministic crew scheduling problem and simulating operations with disruptions under the resulting
schedule. The computational results given in Schaefer
(2000) demonstrate that s ! " is neither convex nor
concave. It seems unlikely that a global optimum to
problem (9) can be found. To ﬁnd schedules that perform well in operations with disruptions, we propose
a local search of the penalty space to ﬁnd an approximate solution to problem (9).
For our experiments we used the four attributes
listed below.
Attribute 1. The number of minutes of scheduled
sit when the crew is scheduled to change planes, hereafter referred to as swap time. The parameter 1 is set
to 45 minutes.
Attribute 2. The number of minutes of scheduled
rest time between duties. The parameter 2 is set to
615 minutes, or 10 hours and 15 minutes.

A Lower Bound on the Expected Cost of an
Optimal Crew Schedule
In this section we give a method that ﬁnds a lower
bound on the optimal objective function value for the
problem of crew scheduling under uncertainty if no
8-in-24 regulations are considered in operations with
disruptions. Let q be any pairing, and let ōq be its
expected cost in isolation while ignoring operational
8-in-24 rules. For any crew schedule C, deﬁne

ōq 
(10)
ō C =
q∈C

and let o C be the expected cost of crew schedule C ignoring planning 8-in-24 rules as measured by
SimAir.
Theorem 2. Under the push-back recovery heuristic
with no 8-in-24 rules, for any crew schedule C,
ō C ≤ o C 

(11)

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, and
appears in Schaefer (2000). Notice that the difference
between ōq and oq is the interaction among pairings.
The proof considers a sample path of delays and
shows that by ignoring the interactions among pairings the operational crew costs are no greater. The
reason for this is that when pairings interact, a crew
may need to wait for a plane before ﬂying a given leg.
Although the operational ﬂying times are not affected,
operational duty elapsed time and TAFB can increase
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when pairings interact. Because this is true for any
sample path of delays, Theorem 2 holds.
The assumption in Theorem 2 of no 8-in-24 rules
is needed because it is possible to have less operational cost with 8-in-24 rules than without such a rule.
The reason is that 8-in-24 rules could trigger compensatory rest, which in turn could shorten the elapsed
time of the subsequent duty.
It is highly unlikely that these lower bounds are
tight. If these bounds were tight it would imply that
late planes do not affect crew costs in operations with
disruptions, which seems dubious.

4.

Computational Results

We estimated four probability distributions for random disruptions from real operational data. Three
of these distributions were for the ﬂight time disruptions, and one was for delays that occur at the
airports. These ﬂight time probability distributions
are relative to the planned block time, so a negative
observation would correspond to a shorter ﬂight than
planned. The ﬂight time distribution depended on the
scheduled ﬂight time, because a long ﬂight is more
likely to be signiﬁcantly early than a short ﬂight. We
divided ﬂights into three categories: (1) Short ﬂights
are those with scheduled ﬂight times of two hours or
less. The probability distribution for the ﬂight delays
of short ﬂights is given in Figure 1. (2) Medium ﬂights
are those with scheduled ﬂight times between two
and four hours. (3) Long ﬂights are those with scheduled ﬂight times greater than four hours. Ground
delays are delays that may contribute to elapsed duty
time or TAFB but will not count toward ﬂying time.
Because our method considers only frictional delays,
we have truncated the ground time distribution and
therefore our experiments did not consider ground
delays exceeding ﬁve hours, although such delays do
occur in practice. The ground time distribution was
the same for all ﬂights, regardless of airport, time of
day, and so on, which is not true in practice but is
used here because of limited data availability.

Table 1

Summary of the Four Distributions
Distribution

Short ﬂights
Medium ﬂights
Long ﬂights
Ground time

−254 + Gamma582 507
−49 + Erlang281 19
−71 + Gamma296 248
−0001 + 146 ∗ Beta061 236

We ﬁt the various distributions to parameterized
distributions using the Arena Input Analyzer from
Rockwell Software. In the chi square tests, all p values
were smaller than 0.005. The resulting distributions
are given in Table 1. The ﬂight time may also depend
on factors such as the time of day, day of week, airport, and so on. However, these factors are considered
when airlines determine the planned ﬂight times for
various ﬂights.
4.1. Computational Results for Three Fleets
We considered three daily ﬂeets provided to us by
a major carrier. We refer to these ﬂeets as F1, F2,
and F3. For ﬂeet i = 1 2 3, let C F i be the deterministic crew schedule, let CF i be the crew schedule
found by the expected cost method, and let CF i be
the best crew schedule found by the penalty method.
Table 2 summarizes the computational results. For
each crew schedule, the lower bound refers to the
bound provided by Theorem 2, and the “Operational
FTC gap” is the difference between the operational
FTC of the schedule and the lower bound on operational performance.
Although the simulation results are inconclusive
because the absolute differences among the planned
and operational FTCs are small for all three ﬂeets,
they do indicate that there is not a monotonic relationship between planned and operational FTCs. Schedules that anticipate disruptions do perform somewhat
better in operations with disruptions, and perform
only slightly worse if the planned schedule is actually
ﬂown.
For each of the three ﬂeets the crew schedule found
by the expected cost algorithm performed better than
Table 2

Summary for the Three Fleets
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Figure 1

Probability Distribution for Delays of Short Flights

Probability

0.03

Number
of legs

Crew
schedule

Planned
FTC

Operational
FTC

Lower
bound

Operational
FTC gap

F1

119

C F1

2.51

4.31

4.10

0.21

F1

119

4.22

4.10

0.12

119

CF 1
C

2.64

F1

F1

2.51

4.29

4.10

0.19

F2

149

C F2

3.79

9.11

8.40

0.71

F2

149

3.92

8.97

8.40

0.57

F2

149

CF 2
C
F2

3.79

9.11

8.40

0.71

F3

342

C F3

2.69

5.82

5.51

0.31

F3

342

2.91

5.69

5.51

0.18

F3

342

CF 3
C

2.74

5.75

5.51

0.24

Fleet

0.04

F3
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the crew schedule found using deterministic method
as well as the penalty method. Relative to the lower
bounds established by ignoring operational 8-in-24
rules, the expected cost algorithm performed noticeably better than the deterministic method. The difference between the cost of the schedules found by
the expected cost algorithm and the lower bound was
more than 50% smaller than the difference between
the cost of the deterministic schedules and the lower
bound for two of the ﬂeets.
We would anticipate that the expected cost algorithm would be even more advantageous under more
severe disruptions. Furthermore, if disruptions were
correlated (for instance, with weather delays) the
difference in operational performance between the
expected cost schedules and the deterministic schedules might also increase.
4.2. An Analysis of the Crew Schedules
To test the validity of assuming that planes are always
available in the calculation of the expected pairing costs, we considered the effect of simulating the
entire crew schedule compared to simulating each of
the pairings in isolation. For each crew schedule C
found foreach of the ﬂeets we express the difference
between q∈C c̄q and crew schedule C’s planned cost
as a percentage of the total increase between the operational and planned cost of crew schedule C. Mathematically, this is expressed as

q∈C c̄q − c C
· 100
(12)
c̄ C − c C
The results are displayed in Table 3. The consistently
large percentages indicate that possible interactions
among pairings have a small impact on the total difference between a crew schedule’s operational and
planned cost. This provides further empirical evidence that Assumption A1 appears to be reasonable
in our model of airline operations.
We now analyze the schedules to determine how
often the crew follows the planes according to the
actual routing, and how many pairings and duties are
in both C F i and CF i for i = 1 2 3. We give the factor
dominating the pairing costs, as well as the largest
Table 3
Crew
schedule

The Effect of Pairing Interactions
Cost increase explained
by c̄ costs (%)

CF 1

94

CF 1
CF 2

92
90

CF 2
CF 3

89
96

CF 3

94

Table 4

A Comparison of Crew Schedules C and C for the Three Fleets

Crew

Crew
Matching Matching follows
duty TAFB
MG
Max
schedule pairings
duties
plane is max is max is max FTC
CF 1

12/25

63/72

21/47

15/25

10/25

0/25

127

CF 1

12/24

63/73

22/46

13/24

11/24

0/24

52

CF 2

7/14

34/41

47/108

4/14

5/14

5/14

304

CF 2

7/15

34/43

46/106

4/15

6/15

5/15

227

CF 3

17/42

83/124

68/218

20/42

20/42

2/42

162

CF 3

17/41

83/124

75/218

17/41

19/41

5/41

145

deterministic FTC for each ﬂeet. The results are given
in Table 4.
For these three ﬂeets, fewer pairings determined by
the expected cost algorithm had the sum of the duty
costs as the dominant factor in their costs. Intuitively,
this makes sense: TAFB depends largely on the end
of the pairing, so in most cases it has a smaller variance than the sum of the duty costs. By choosing more
pairings where TAFB is the largest factor in planning,
the expected cost algorithm is able to choose from a
richer set of pairings. By doing this, it is able to avoid
pairings with large deterministic FTCs. It is able to
recognize that even though a pairing may have TAFB
or minimum guarantee dominate in planning, it does
not necessarily mean that this will remain the case in
operations with disruptions, as modeled by SimAir.
This may be why the expected cost algorithm appears
to perform better in operations with disruptions; it is
able to consider a wider range of pairings that are
likely to be paid for ﬂying time in operations, rather
than the smaller set that is paid for ﬂying time in
planning.
Several patterns emerged across all three ﬂeets.
Pairings with zero planned FTCs had larger differences between their planned and operational FTCs
than pairings with positive planned FTCs. This has
several implications. First, a pairing with a small
planned FTC may be equally desirable in operations
with disruptions as a pairing with zero planned FTCs.
Second, given two crew schedules with equal total
planned FTCs, it may be preferable to choose a crew
schedule with many pairings with small planned
FTCs over a crew schedule with many zero-plannedFTC pairings and a few pairings with large planned
FTCs. For all three ﬂeets, the expected cost schedule
had fewer zero-planned-FTC pairings than the deterministic schedule. Because the expected cost algorithm views more pairings as acceptable, it is able to
avoid using pairings with large planned FTCs. Given
two crew schedules with equal planned FTCs, having
many pairings with positive planned FTCs appears to
be more desirable than having a few. Pairings with
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small planned FTCs still may have the sum of duty
costs dominate in operations with disruptions; this is
unlikely for pairings with large planned FTCs. It also
appears that the cost due to interaction between pairings is insigniﬁcant compared with the cost arising
from each pairing considered in isolation. Isolating
pairings allows us to use the standard set partitioning
model for solving these crew scheduling problems.
This is a signiﬁcant ﬁnding, because explicitly considering interactions between pairings would make solving crew scheduling problems even more difﬁcult.
Using the pairing costs c̄ found by the expected
cost algorithm in the standard set partitioning crew
scheduling model results in crew schedules that perform better than deterministic crew schedules in the
model of airline operations used by SimAir. A reduction in operational crew costs may be found by considering each pairing in isolation and then using its
expected operational cost in the objective function of
the crew scheduling problem. One insight provided
by these results is that pairings with small planned
FTCs may in fact perform well in operations with disruptions, because pairings with zero planned FTCs
appear to have the largest difference between operational and planned FTCs. The expected cost algorithm
recognizes this, and hence it has fewer zero-plannedFTC pairings than the deterministic crew schedules.

5.

Conclusions

This paper introduces a new way of evaluating the
quality of a crew schedule, namely, its performance
in operations with disruptions. We give a method
for ﬁnding crew schedules that approximate expected
cost. Our computational results indicate that the
schedules found using approximate expected cost perform better in operations with disruptions than those
found by using planned cost. Possible extensions of
this work include incorporating recovery methods that
are more realistic, considering other measures of operational performance such as on-time performance, and
integrating other decisions such as ﬂeet assignment.
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